
Steel Frame Skimmer
Flood Coolant Accessories 

FEATURES

Extends the life of metalworking fluids
Decreases machine downtime and fluid care

APPLICATIONS

Heavy-duty wheel skimmer removes tramp oil from
coolant and washing fluids

DIRECTIONS

SET-UP: 1. Insert E into the side of the wheel hub using a
3/32” allen wrench. 2. Attach the wheel hub to the wheel
using F. 3. Attach the wheel with hub to the motor shaft
by tighten E with the allen wrench. The hub should be on
the outside of the wheel. 4. Join the left hand steel frame
(with attached motor and wheel) to the right hand steel
frame using I, J, and K. 5. Attach the wheel wipers to
both sides of the steel frame using G. MOUNTING:
Skimmer can be mounted to the sump/washer tank or
tank cover, supported by legs over the tank, or
suspended by beams across the surface of the tank.
Hardware not included. 1. Position the skimmer so that
1-3” of the wheel is submerged in the liquid to be
cleaned. 2. Mount the skimmer securely in place. 3. Put a
waste oil bucket or pan underneath the end of the
discharge trough, the collected tramp oil should drain
easily into the waste container. Put a hose over the end
of the trough to direct oil to a container further away.
OPERATING: For best results the machine should be
turned off and liquid in the tank should not circulate
during skimmer operation. 1. Once the skimmer is
properly mounted, plug the unit into electrical source.
Make sure the skimmer is grounded. 2. Under normal
conditions the skimmer should run in 10-15 minute
intervals, for a total of approximately 1-2 hours a day
depending on amount of oil to be skimmed. For the most
effective oil removal a timer is recommended to
automatically turn the skimmer on and off at regular
intervals. NOTE: The motor is equipped with an internal
overload which will shut the motor off if it over heats.
The motor automatically resets itself after cooling down
to normal operating temperature range.



Steel Frame Skimmer
Flood Coolant Accessories 

HANDLING

Wear proper PPE when handling

STORAGE

Add Description Storage here

DISPOSAL

Add Description Disposal Info here

AVAILABLE PRODUCTS

Part No. Net Contents Container Type Units/Case Case Weight
78012 1 skimmer
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